Floorcare Hygiene

Fitted Mats
3 x the protection, 3 x the style. 3 different tile designs with flexible
combinations absorb heavy duty moisture and scrape off excessive dirt.

Prior HD- is a flexible multi-purpose modular flooring product
with a structure that incorporates resilient scrapers to remove

Product Specification

particulate dirt. Prior can also be installed together with Tergo

Sizes

20x20cm tiles fit any area

or Forma in recessed mat wells, or surface mounted with

Thickness

12mm or 18mm

edging system. Installing Prior tiles outside traffic areas can

Colours

Available in 12 colours including, Amethyst,
Diamond, Earth, Emerald, Jupiter, Mars,
Mercury, Moon, Neptune, Ruby, Uranus,
Venus.

minimise the total cost of the installation as well as creating a
unique design feature.
Tergo - modular tiles are manufactured with heavy duty textile
inserts made of 100% polyamide monofilaments for a superior
brushing action. Tergo works as a first line of defence and can
be combined with Forma tiles for a complete entrance flooring
solution. Tergo can be installed in sheltered outdoor areas,
surface mounted or fitted in mat wells.
Forma is suitable for a wide variety of applications, from office
buildings to high traffic areas such as airports and shopping
centres. Combining Tergo and Forma tiles together on the
same installation further increases performance on dry dirt pick

Key Features :
Professional installation ensures a high quality, impactful
finish. Flexibility of the tiles means installations can be over
large areas & personalised to the needs of the business.
The durability of fitted mats mean they are the ideal first
line of defence against dirt entering a building & perfect for
high footfall areas.

up by 50%.
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Floorcare Hygiene

Manufactured in modular tiles Forma HD can fit any size or
shape of mat well with the minimum of waste. Damaged

Key Benefits :

sections can be replaced by changing only the individual tiles
and not the complete unit as with other systems. The product

Ideal for high footfall areas

is exceptionally durable and designed for high traffic areas and
in the various colours available is excellent at concealing and
retaining dirt and moisture whilst complimenting the
interior design. The product has excellent wash and light
fastness properties allowing all conventional carpet
maintenance systems to be used for cleaning and has a
5-year guarantee.

Combination of tiles provide a comprehensive
hygiene solution
Combination of tiles creates different design effects
Available as image mat
Negates any clearance issues in entrance points & doorways

As fitted mats become one with the floor they negate any
clearance issue in doorways or entrances. The tiles that make
up a fitted mat are taken off-site, cleaned and replaced
regularly as part of our lift and lay service.
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